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Go to basic contentRD.COMIf you are new to paperhanging, keep your first project as easy as possible. Choose a paper designed so if you're new to overhanging papers, keep your first project as simple as possible. Choose a paper designed wisely with a do-it-yourself. Here are some
characteristics to look for: High quality, machine printed, pretrimmed documents are usually the most challengeless. Flocked and foiled documents or wallpaper with edges of selvage that need to be trimmed at work are the challenges best of leaving professionals your first time around.
Patterns that are straight are easier to hang than dropped patterns. Straight patterns are so-called because the adjacent panels are found in a straight line, so they require a little extra to figure out when you cut and hang them. Discarded patterns have a repeat design that is designed to
match the panel to the panel, a slightly more difficult calculation to measure. Discarded templates also require more paper to compensate for compliance. Small common patterns tend to mask uneven surfaces. But striped, shiny and hard wall bindings are best reserved for very smooth,
perfectly sheer walls. Matching the scale of the room size pattern is also crucial. Too big a pattern in a small room can be oppressive; too small a template will be lost in a large room. Bring home wallpaper samples or wallpaper books to see which models work best for your purposes. View
them with both natural and artificial light. Originally published: August 02, 2005Orligically published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the best stories, tips and jokes! No one has ever died of a lack of funky-fresh desktop wallpaper, but if you're going to look at the box all day, it might as well be a
personalized box. Update: For the five most popular tools, check out the five best wallpaper sites; Then take a look at the most popular tool to work with this group. No one likes to look at a boring desktop when they light up their computer every morning. Keep your... MorePhotos by Mauren
Veras.This week we want to hear all about your favorite site for finding great desktop wallpaper, including what makes it your go to the site to freshen up your virtual workspace. Whether it's the wide range of sizes they provide, an easy-to-use interface, or constant updates, we want to hear
about the features that keep you coming back. Hive Five nominations occur in the comments where you post your favorite tool to work with. We get hundreds of comments, so to make your nomination clear, please include it at the top of your commentary as well: Vote: Favorite wallpaper
site. Please don't turn on your voice in response to another commenter. Instead, make your voice and answer individual comments. If you don't follow this format, we can't count your vote. To prevent falsification of results, votes from first-time commentators cannot be counted. Once you've
made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the contest. About Hive Five: Hive Five feature series series readers to answer the most frequently asked question that we get: Which tool is the best? Once a week we will put out a call for applicants looking for the best
solution to a particular problem, then you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend we will report to the top five recommendations and give you the opportunity to vote for what is best. For example, check out last week's five best collaboration tools. Today More Orly Ben-
Dor scary to use wallpaper in your home? These Facebook fans are not! We asked readers to take a picture and share it with us. Whether it's a powder room, a living room, or a bedroom, all these spaces have a certain howe factor. View all the wallpaper photos on our Facebook page.
Also, get more ideas for wallpapers like design books, maps of the world, even monkey motifs. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content on piano.io Photo: shutterstock.comSizing wall size allows you to maneuver the paper into position on the wall without tearing. Size also makes later paper removal easier. The size of the water consistency and should be applied with the paint roller and pan. The wall is ready to
apply paper when the size is dry. Priming Dark Walls It is a good idea to prime dark walls if you use paper with a light background as it will help hide the seam of imm off. Use a basic white latex primer or perhaps a primer/size mixture. Plan your Layout to start and finish your work in an
inconspicuous place. The area above the doors, windows or on the wall is a space that is somewhat hidden good places to start. Following this approach, you better hide any incalculable in its bands. Another good idea is to establish vertical guidelines. Keep a roll of paper where you want
to start and make a sign one poncim less than the width of the paper. Then use a level or chalk line to create a vertical reference point. Apply the paper to Start by lining the edges of the paper about half an inch inside the reference line. By doing this, you can hide the line from showing
through the seam. Place the roll on the floor and unwrap enough to reach the ceiling. Adjust the paper on the ceiling to make your pattern match and mark the paper with a pencil. Measure down from your ceiling sign and mark the distance that the wall is high plus an additional 2 inches.
Make a small incision or mark on the bottom of the paper and fold the paper across. Trim the paper using the crease as a guide. Check your lane for the correct fitMeasure second lane by putting the first lane on and use it as a template. Be sure to fit your model and also leave some extra
at the top and bottom for pruning. Now hang your first piece, cut the third piece, hang the second piece, etc. etc. Cutting a large number of bands at one time if you're not sure your pattern is lining up properly. No one likes to look at a boring desktop when they light up their computer every
morning. Keep your wallpaper fresh with the five most popular sites Lifehacker readers use to meet their wallpaper needs. Photo by goincase. The wallpaper on the monitor is available here. Earlier this week we asked you to share your favorite wallpaper site. We quickly learned that while
not everyone has a strong opinion about Linux distributions or encryption software, everyone has a favorite wallpaper site; readers logged nearly 500 votes for their favorite wallpaper sites. Now we're back to share the five most popular sites used by Lifehacker readers to dress their
monitors with fresh wallpaper. No one has ever died of a lack of funky-fresh desktop wallpaper, but if you're going to look at... More Opening Studio Vlad Studio shows the works of Russian wallpaper artist Vlad Gerasimov. He cranks out hundreds of great wallpapers, ranging from festive
themes to abstract art. Vlad Studio has wallpapers in a wide range of sizes suitable for everything from your mobile phone to multiple installation monitors. Mobile wallpaper and desktop resolution at 1600x1200 and below are available for free. The images are more than available only to
registered users. If you want to access big permissions, now is the perfect time to pick up your subscription. Vlad runs a Christmas-special where a $30 lifetime membership is available for $20.4Chan Wallpaper/General/4Chan is an image-based forum where everyone can anonymously
post and share images and comments. It is divided into a sub-prick dedicated to all sorts of topics like anime, video games, etc., but has gained notoriety for some of its more questionable feeds. /Wallpaper/board, however, is noisy and updated almost 24/7 with images from all over the
internet. Since 4Chan boards are a bit kludgy to use if you're not trying to comment and just search for pictures, a variety of scrapers have sprung up to help you choose across all the pictures in /Wallpaper/. You can visit 4Chan directly on the link above, or you can use services such as
Nik.Bot and 4Walled to view wallpapers available via 4Chan. Be strongly warned, though /Wallpaper/forum is much tamer than in other areas of 4Chan, you'll still find plenty of Maxim-level NSFW wallpaper images and random Playboy-level NSFW images when you browse. If you're not
ready to explain some really embarrassing internet memes to your boss, you'd better save 4Chan/Wallpaper/for home. Social Wallpaper Social Wallpaper borrows a voting up/down model used by many social aggregators (Reddit, Digg, etc.) and applies it to desktop wallpaper. Vote for their
favorites, vote down their least favorites, and upload their own images that will be ranked by other users. You can browse by rank, category, view random images, and sort by screen size to help you down through a huge collection to find the wallpaper you want. Prefer to grab everything
and sort it out later? Social wallpaper makes its entire wallpaper collection available for download through BitTorrent. If you are looking for a site where you can not only find fresh wallpapers, but participate in helping your fellow wallpaper lovers find the best images, social wallpaper is a
solid choice. The Interfacelift interface is a huge repository of wallpaper images. Thanks to the layout-based button at the top of the screen, you can easily drill down through the wallpaper using factors such as rating, number of comments, screen type, and so on. Once you choose the type
of screen-widescreen, full screen, dual monitors, etc. - you can choose from the available permissions, so you never end up clicking on the image and figuring out that it's not available in the resolution you want. Each search result gives you information about the image plus a drop down
menu for size selection and quick downloads. Interfacelift recently added a feature called The Loupe that allows users to vote for incoming content to speed up the process of adding new content to the database. DeviantART wallpapers If you've visited your fair share of wallpaper sites and
are tired of the endless stream of glowing art lines and video game wallpapers, then you'll enjoy browsing the wallpaper archives of the DeviantART-division artist-oriented site. You'll find everything in DeviantART from the more common glowing lines to a variety of abstract wallpapers for
whimsical paintings, photos and computer images. Most DeviantART users are prolific contributors, so if you find wallpapers you really like, make sure to check out the user's gallery to see if they have any other gems to share. DeviantART doesn't have the advanced wallpaper oriented
search features that many other wallpaper sites have, but you can still search for image size and sort by popularity. Now that you've had the opportunity to look at Lifehacker readers' favorite wallpaper sites, it's time to cast your vote for your favorite: We have two honorable mentions to
hand out this week to extremely worthy sites that have contributed to a host of amazing wallpapers over the years: Digital Blasphemy and Mandolux. Got something to say about your favorite (or favorite that didn't make the list)? Let's hear it in the comments. Comments.
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